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For critical spatially homogeneous branching processes of finite intensity the following dichotomy 
is well-kno*wn: convergence to non-trivial steady states, or local extinction. Pn the latter case the 
underlying phenomenon is the growth of large ctumps at spatially rare sites. For this situation a 
precise description is given in terms of a scaling limit theorem provided that the dimension of 
the ambient space is small enough. In fact, a space-time- ._ lass scaling limit exists and is a critical 
measure-valued branching process without a motion component. The clumps are located at 
Poissonian points and their sizes evolve according to critical continuous-state Galton-Watson 
processes. The spatial irregularities (intermittency) will grow in the sense that clumps will disappear 
as time increases in spite of the fact that the overall density remains piquant in time. 
AMS Subject ClassiJrcation: Primary 60380; Secondary 60GS7,60F17,351(55. 
measure-valued branching * clumping * scaling hEmit theorem * intermittency * stable flow 
* branching with infinite variance * self-similarity * non-linear diffusion equation 
It is well known that the behavior of critical spatially homogeneous branching 
processes is dimension dependent. Roughly speaking, we have the following picture. 
In “supercritical” dimensions there exist non-trivial steady states, first observed by 
Liemant (1969); convergence theorems can be proved, see for example Debes, 
Kerstan, Liemant and Matthes (1970); fluctuation theorems can be established, see 
Dawson (l977), Molley and Stroock (1978), Siegmund-Schultze (1981), 
(1986a); and the hydrodynamics can be studied, see Dobrushin and Siegmund- 
Schultze (1982), Dittrich (l987), Dawson, Fleischmann and Gorostiza (1987). Some- 
times there is a “critical”’ dimension in which there is a random ergodic limit, see 
Cox and Griffeath (1985), Fleischmann and Girtner (1986), Iscoe (1986b). For the 
remaining “sz&critical” dimensions degenerate limits are known, for instance, the 
as. local extinction in Sawyer and ration to zero 
in some space-time-n-ass caling, se awson jlOri%).. 
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Local extinction appears despite the invariance of intensity in critical processes. 
me phenomenon behind it is the growth of large “clumps”. In fact Debes et al. 
(1970) proved that the main contribution to the spatial intensity is asymptotically 
given by pm-tides which belong to big clumps. This was formulated by Mallenberg 
(1977) in terms of Palm distributions which can be informally described as follows: 
if we start with a single particle at time zero and choose a particle at random at 
time t but additionally weighted by the cluster size, then around it the number of 
particles grow unboundedly as t + 00. In the same spirit Sudbury (1977) shows that 
two particles chosen at random will be relatives. 
The purpose of this note is to establish a limit theorem which exhibits the strong 
clumping effect in subcritical dimensions. In particular, we find a space-time-mass 
scaling which yields a non-degenerate but purely atomic limit, namely, a self-similar 
“ Poisson-ma5s process”. Here the Poissonian points correspond to centres of clumps 
whereas their independent “weights” represent he (normalized) random total mass 
in the clumps. This implies a total separation at large times of surviving progenies 
(from different initial regions) for the original process. In the simplest case, by the 
well-known exponential aw of critical Galton- Watson processes, the size of a clump 
is exponentially distributed. Moreover, the time evolution of a clump is governed 
by a critical continuous-state Galton-Watson process. In particular, the Poissonian 
points will disappear with a time-dependent rate. 
Since the scaling limit can be expressed in terms of a measure-valued branching 
process, for simplicity we shall consider from the beginning a family of such processes 
as constructed in Iscoe (1986a). In subcritical dimensions the states of these processes 
are known to be absolutely continuous measures, see Dawson (1973, Roelly- 
Coppoletta (1986), Konno and Shiga (1987), Fleischmann (1988). Thus our result 
provides a transition from a continuous model to a spatially discrete model. 
The results can be considered as an intermittency effect caused by the critical 
branching (rather than a random medium as for example in Zel’dovich, Molchanov, 
Ruzmaikin and Sokolov (1985)). From this point of view it would also be interesting 
to know how a similar result could be obtained for the case of branching in a 
random environment, for instance in the set-up of Dawson and Fleischmann (1985). 
The paper is organized as follows. First we introduce and interpret he appropriate 
class of measure-valued branching processes. Then we formulate and discuss the 
main scaling limit theorem. The key to the proof consists in some continuity 
properties of the underlying non-linear differential equation which are presented in 
Section 4. Then the scaling limit theorem is reformulated. The proof of convergence 
of the finite dimensional distribution fol!ows. Finally, tightness is established. 
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of dimension d > 1 with exponent (Y and generator KA, := -K(-A)~‘* where A is 
the d-dimensional Laplacian. Note that if x = 0, then it serves as a “diffusion 
constant” and this process has a transition probability density function 
with ch;i;i,cteristic function 
I dyp”(t, y) eiz-\ = exp(- k:fzIU), z E Rd. (2.1) 
We choose a constant p satisfying d < p < d + (Y and let 
pp(x) := (1+ Ix1*)+*, x E Rd. 
We denote by F the set of all continuous functions f on Rd such that the quotient 
$(x)/~~(x) has a finite limit as x tends to infinity and F” the subset of those functions 
for which the limit is zero. In F we introduce the norm 
Ilfl := Ilf/copIla,~ fE E 
where II l llm is the usual supremum norm. Then F” and F are Banach spaces. 
We fix constants 0 < p s 1, p 3 0, and T> 0. Let f and g belong to F+ (the subset 
of all non-negative lements of F). Consider the integral equation (cf. Iscoe (I%@, 
El Karoui (1984)) 
(2.2) 
(associated to the non-linear differential equation 
d= KA,tl- pu’+P + g, u(O) =f ), 
We will use the following basic lemma, the proof will be given in Section 4. 
Lemma 2.3. K&e exists exactly one continuous mapping 
u := V@[J; g] := { VFP[f; g]; 0 Q t Q T} 
of [0, T] into F+ which solues equation (2.2). 
We write (ps g) for the integral 1 p(dx)g(x). Let M dc;?c:e the set of all (non- 
negative) measures p on R” such that (p, qp) is finite. is the non-negstive cone 
of the topological dual of F’ and is furnished with the weak topology (p, -+ 
p iff (p,,, g) -p (p, g) for ail g E F). Let D( R,; M) denot the set of all m 
which are right-continuous and ave limits from 
orohod topology (cf. IF.tbier and Kurtz (1986, Cha 
lowing resulr. whit e ~o~stru~tio~ in Iscoe 
(1986a) and from Blumenthal and Getoor (196gwkheorem 9.4, Chapter 1). 
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Lemma 2.4. To each distribution P on M there exists a time-homogeneous strong 
Markov process X” := (X”(t); t b 0) with sample paths in D( R,; M), initial distribu- 
tion P and transition Laplace functional 
E{exp[-(X”(t),S)I(X”(O) = cl) =expC-(PI, CPU 081 
t 3 0, f~ F+, and p E M where the term VKvP[J 0] is given by Lemma 2.3. 
(2.9 
X” is a measure-valued branching process in R”, To interpret it, assume for the 
moment that the “branching rate” p vanishes. Then 
( cc, V”[f, 01) = ( P, SY-) = WP, f>, 
and X” is just a deterministic flow of masses determined by the stab!e semigroup 
S”. Conversely, if we set K = 0, then we have explicitly 
V;p[f;O](x) =f(x)[l +pPj+(x)t]-I’“, XE R’. (2.6) 
But 
E{exp[-u~(t)]~~(0)=z}=exp{-zu[l+ppuPr]-’~P}, 2420, 2z-0, 
is the transition Laplace function of a critical continuous state Galton- Watson process 
[= {t(t); t >O} which arises as the “diffusion” approximation of critical Galton- 
Watson processes with an offspring distribution wh!ch belongs to the domain of 
normal attraction of a stable law with exponent 1 +p, see Lamperti (1967). Thus, 
X0 can be interpreted in the following way: “independently at each point x in Rdrr 
copies of 5 evolve, starting with an initial mass ((0) = b(x) if X0(O) is a discrete 
measure of the form 1 b(x)&. If p and K are both positive, then X” is realized as 
a superposition of a deterministic stable mass transport and a random branching 
according to 5, “independently” at each point in space. Of course, the process X” 
also serves as an approximation to a space-time particle branching model in the 
case of a high density of particles with small masses and short lifetimes (see for 
example Watanabe (1968), Dawson (198 I )). 
The weighted occupation time process is defined pathwise as 
I 
YU( t):= 
c dsX”(s), t>O. J 0 
Note that the vector [XK, Y”] is a strong Markov process with sample paths in 
D(R+; A4 x 144). 
Let K > 0. We introduce the following space-time-mass scaling: 
X:(t, R):= K-‘.Y”(K@t, K”“B), Y((K(t, B):- K-‘-“Y”(Ket, K%), 
t 20, I2 i31 Bore1 set. e ‘:ector [X k, Yk] of resealed processes as a 
random element in Additionally we allow the distribution of the 
iniaiual sllade TP(O) t in such a way that it 
sat3ies the fol~~w~~g. 
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~~0~~~~~ 2.7. There is a random measure X(0) in Ad such that, as K -+a~, 
(Xlc,(O),&) converges in distribution to (X(O),f> whenever fK +f in F+. 
We mention two examples which satisfy the preceding hypothesis. 
Let the initial measures XK(O, dx) equal the Lebesgue measure AK dx 
but with a random facto? AK 2 0. Assume that AK converges in distribution to some 
random number A as K + 00. en X(0, dx) coincides (in distribution) with the 
mixed Lebesgue measure A dx. 
Example 2.9. Let X%(O) be a Poisson point measure but Niph a random intensity 
AK (i.e. a mixed Poisson point measure). If AK j9 A, then X(0, dx) = A dx as before. 
For simplicity we sharpen the assumption on the initial state in the following way. 
Hypothesis 2.10. Assume that E(X”,(O), q,,) is bounded as K tends to infinity where 
q+, is defined as in Section 2. 
3. The main result 
Recall that the random initial measure of the branching process X” may depend 
on K, however by Hypothesis 2.7 the resealed initial measures X”, (0) must converge 
to some random measure X(O). 
Theorem 3.1. Assume d < a/p. Under Hypotheses 2.7 and 2.10, as M + 00 the vectors 
[Xi, Y$] of resr&4 processes converge in distribution (in D( R,; x M)) to 
[X”, Y’] where the initial state X0(O) coincides in distribtition with X(0). In the case 
X (0, dx) = A dx for some random factor A > 0, the scaling limit [X”, Y “1 is self-similar, 
that is the distribution of [X”, , Y i ] is independent of K. 
Thus, in subcritical dimensions, the scaling finally leads to the elimination of the 
spatial transport of mass. Moreover, if the limiting initial measure X0(O) is mixed 
Lebesgue (as in Examples 2.8 and 2.9), then the scaling limit is self-similar. 
In fact, X0 actually has the Poisson structure mentioned in the introduction. More 
precisely, if p > 0 then conditioned on X’(O) it follows from (2Sj and (2.6) that 
for each t > 0 we have 
&%C-W"W,f )I 1 X’(O) = p} = exp[-(( pptj-‘iBp, 1- L,( f( - j))] 
where 
L.,(u)= 1 -U[(p/.3t)--‘fuq “(‘, u 26, 
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is the Laplace function of a positive random variable { (see Zolotarev (1957)) with 
expectation Es = ( p/3t)“P. Hence X*(t) given X0(O) = cc arises from a Poisson point 
field with intensity measure (pSt)-“‘p by assigning to each point of it a mass 
according to independent copies of j (see Kallenberg (1983), Section 1). Moreover, 
6 is the limit in distribution of {K-‘e(KPt) It(141Br) >0) as K + CX, where 5 is the 
critical continuous-state Galton-Watson process of Section 2 with c(O) = 1. Note 
that 5 is exponentially distributed in the case p = 1, cf. the exponential aw of critical 
Galton-Watson processes with finite variance. As pointed out in the previous section, 
the further evolution of X”(r) given X0(O) occurs as follows: the mass at each of 
its Poissonian points will evolve independently according to the previously men- 
tioned critical continuous-state Galton-Watson process 6 which dies with certainty 
after a finite time. A carrying point whose mass at time t is given by { has the 
following extinction rate 
For the other component Y” given X0(O) we have the following interpretation. 
Independently at all points x, weighted occupation time processes {q(t) := 
& ds t(s); t a 0) with “initial mass” c(O) = X0(0, dx) develop. Thus, Y”(t) given 
X0(O) is an infinitely divisible random measure which has spatially independent 
increments. Moreover from the representation of the Laplace functional 
with 
Uexpl-( Y”( 0, g)] 1 X0(O) = PI= expH p, WXI, g E F+ ,
ti( t, x) = -pu’+p (4x)+gW, a4x)=0, 
(see Lemma 5.1 below) and therefore 
E{expC-( Y”(@, g)l I X0(O) = 1.4 = w-M Lc, (dP+91. 
Consequently, Y”(a), given X”(O), is a stable random measure with independent 
increments and exponent (I+ /3 j-’ . Hence, given X’(O), for each t > 0 the random 
measure Y”(f) is discrete with a dense set of atoms, a.s. As f increases, the masses 
of “most” atoms of Y”(t) will not change anymore since the coupled random 
measure X”(t) is carried by a locally finite set of Poissonian points. The random 
mass of Y”(t) (given X’(0)) at such a Poisson point is determined by the limit in 
distribution of (q(t))&(t)> 0, ((0) = z} as z+O. 
emark 3.2. Due to the strong spatia! rcctr action necessary to catch a clump, the 
motion law will be totally suppressed. Of course, formally any information about 
a clump could be put in a mark adjointed to a Poisson point (i.e. working with a 
marked point process). However this would involve additional considerations out- 
side the scope of the present paper. In this connection we refer to Fleischmann and 
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Siegmund-Schultze (1978) for information on the spatial growth of a single clump 
in the case of a critical particle model with finite second moments, i.e. corresponding 
to CE = 2 and j3 - 1, but arbitrary dimension d. 
Remark 3.3. In the case of a critical dimension d = cw/p and a mixed Lebesgue 
initial measure independent of K, the vector [XK YK] is also self-similar for K > 0 
(see Dawson (1981, Theorem 5.1) and Fleischmann (r988, Theorem 6.4)). Con- 
sequently, in spite of the local extinction of X”(t) as t + 00, here we do not have 
such a strong clumping eflert as in subcritical dimensions. By the self-similarity, 
the “scaling limit” [X”, Y”] does not have a discrete :tructttre. It is true that Xx(t) 
(for given X” (0) and fixed t > 0) is a singular measure but Y”(t) (for positive K) 
is absolutely continuous (see Fleischmann (1988)). 
Remark 3.4. In the case of an initial measure with infinite asymptotic density (i.e. 
the mass of a cube of side L divided by its volume grows unboundedly as L a 00) 
it may happen that local explosion will occur everywhere as f + a~ even in a dimension 
which is subcritical in the above sense (see Dawson, Fl.eischmann, Foley and Metier 
(1986)). 
4. Continuity properties of the basic integral equation 
We now return to the integral equation (2.2). First, for T> 0 we introduce the 
Banach space 
FT := C([O, T]; F), Ilu117.:=SUp{I)U(t))[;06?~ T}, UEP, 
of all continuous mappings u of [0, T] into F endowed with the supremum norm. 
We begin with the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. [~,f]aTf := {S:f, 0s t d T} prcpudes u continuous mapping ofR+ X F 
i-Go FT. 
Proof. First we note that S’: = Sl,. From the facts in Dawson et al. (1987) we know 
that SKf belongs to FT for each K and f. Moreover, the linear operators S: from 
F into itself are uniformly bounded in I < T and reS& say. Let K,,+K in R+ and 
fn +f in E Then 
IISK% - S7llT = sup{ IIs:,,,s;, - SL,f!i; 0 s t s ;“} 
s const SUP{ II SiK,,,_,,,S. -fll; 0 G t G T} 
~const(llfn-fll+sup(IISi,,,,-x,d-fll; Osrs T)). 
Here the term “const” always denotes a positive finite constant which may change 
from formula to formula. Since S’s belongs to FT, the latter expression converges 
to zero as n tends to infinity. 0 
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We now set 
and @“[A g] := (Gr[J g]; 0~ t s T}. The previous lemma can easily be extended 
in the following way. 
mma 4.2. k-6 g]n G”[f, g] is Q continuous mapping of R, x F x F into FT. 
roof aPf Lemma 2.3. As in lscoe (1986a) it can be shown that for given J and g in 
F+, there exists a unique solution II:= VKvP[J g] of equation (2.2) which is a 
continuous curve in the set of continuous non-negative functions vanishing at infinity 
equipped with the supremum norm. Moreover, uy( t) are elements of F+ where here 
and below y := I+ p. By (2.2), far 0~ s s t, 








0~ u(u)c G:[J 81, 44~ Il~<u,llm, (4.3) 
the integrand in the second integral can be bounded above by 
constlluY(u)ll ~constI~GK[~~g]]]TSUp{~~~(U)~]~;O~t~Q} 
which is finite. Therefore the second integral converges ta zero as t - s --, 0. For the 
same reasons, the integrand of the first integral is bounded. Moreover it can be 
bounded above by 
lIx-.~~yb) - UWll 
which converges to zero as t - s + 0 for each fixed u. In fact, if u is fixed, u’(u) 
belongs to F+ and S’ky(u) is a continuous curve in F+ hy Lemma 4.1. This completes 
the proof of Lemma 2.3. El 
rnma 4.4. If 2, = PP[J g] ‘s 1 ti sall!tion to (2.2) in the sense of Lemma 2.3, then 
V ‘+@ belongs to FT. 
Proof. It remains to show that uy( t> depends continuously on t. Using the elementary 
inequality 
Ix ‘+~-~‘+~~~2~x-y~(x-i-y)~, x,y&O, 
and the inequalities (4.3) we obtain 
Hb’(s) - u’(t)ll s qw- w)l1211GKrf, gIlI% (4.5) 
ut this yields the desired continuity. Cl 
Next we state the ain result of this section. 
2.3, VK*“[J g] is the solution to (2.2) for given A g_ 
at according to Lemma 
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.4. In each dimension d, the mapping 
[K, p,f, g-j- v-“[- g] Of w+ x +xF+xF+ into Ff 
is continuous. 
ProQf. Assume K, + ICY and pn + p. in R+ as well as f, +I0 and g, + go in F+. Write 
z&:= V”,@q-J_ g,], n =o, 1,2,. . . 
By (2.2) we have 
I 
1 
+IPn -Pal ds IlS;~~z;o’(s)l’~. (4.7) 
0 
By Lemma 4.2, the first summand converges to zero as n tends to infinity, uniformly 
in t. The same is valid for the fourth summand since 
IlS~~,~,Y(~)~~~const~~u~(~)(~~c~nst~~2)~~~~<00 I, 
by Lemma 4.4. Since u,Y( s) is continuous in s and S:f is continuous in [K, r,f] by 
Lemma 4.1, the composed mapping 
[K, r, s]nS:Kz$(s) of [0, L]X[O, T]X [0, T] into F+ 
is uniformly continuous for each L> 0. Therefore the third summand will also 
disappear. Finally, applying (4.5) and Lemma 4.2 the second summand in (4.7) is 
bounded above by 
c ‘ds Ilo,(v,(sjii 
I 0 
(4.8) 
where c is a constant. Now consider the natural numbers 1 s k c IV, set T := T/ Fd, 
and suppose that N is chosen so large that CT< 1. Write 
(working with the restrictions ofthe functions to the interval [0, (k - l)r]). Obviously, 
lo = 0. Let us assume that IL _, equals zero. (4.7), (4.8), Cronwall’s inequality 
ablisbed fact that the o r summands vanish we conclude 
~~uc~t~y, 1, = ction, I, = 0 an e proof of 
roposition 4.6 is finished. IZI 
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5. Reformulation of the main result 
The following representation of the joint Laplace functional is helpful, see Fleis- 
chmann (1988). 
krnma 5.1. Let m 2 1 6e (1 natural number and 0~ t, c l l - c t,,,. Assume thath and 
gi belong to F+ fur 1 siicm. Then,forallpEM, 
-ii, {(xK(ti),~~+(y”(ti),gi)) 
= exp[-( p, AzP( ti,J, gi; 1 s is m))] 
where AzP is recursiuely dejfned by 
AiP(ti,JTgi; lsism):= Vyip 
r 
1 
fi+A~P_I(ti-il,j;,gi;LLi~m), z gj 
i=l 1 
Icritk AZ” = 0, and Vu.” refers to the solution obtained in Lemma 2.3. 
In addition the following observation is essential (with d, Q, /3, p fixed). 
Lemma 5.2. For all K 2 0 and K > 0, the resealed process [X(c,, Yz] coincides in 
distribution with [XQ, Yti~] where KK := KK~-~‘~ where X”“(O) =% X”,(O). 
Frosf. From the self-similarity of the stable density functions we get (cf. (2.1)) 
Kp”(K@t, K”%)=pKqt,x). (5.3) 
Mence 
{S((K~,f(K-“e~)}(Kt’d~) =Sp f(x), f~ F+. (5.4) 
Using both (5.3) and (5.4) and the fact that by Lemma 2.3 the solutions to (2.2) are 
unique, we get 
KV2$[fK, K-@gK](K”lrx) = V;K*~[~, g](x), f, gE F+, 
where f K (x) := K-‘f(K-“dx). By induction, this can be exterided to 
KA:P(KBti, f:, K-@gF; l~iami(K”dx)_AKmK’P(ti,~,gi; l<ism)(x) 
(5.5) 
where the t&, gi are as in Lemma 5.1. Bbviousfy, 
3 exp 
F z = 1 1 -i.$, {(XK(KBti),fiK)+(YK(KBti), K-‘gK)) xw(o) 31 
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By the previous lemma we can continue with 
=exp[-(Kp(K-“d. ), A”,;“(KBtl,fF, K-Bg”; 1 s is m))] 
=exp[-(/l, KA~P(KPti,f~, KmPgF; 1 C iS E?I)(K”d-))]. 
By the identity (5.5) this ~omcides with 
=exp[-(& gQ~~*P(ti,j, gi; 1 c is m))]. 
Again applying Lemma 5.1 we arrive at 
Since the sequences t! < l - - c fza J fi ?. . . J,,; gl , . . . , pm are arbitrary, the proof is 
com@ete. III 
The self-similarity property (i.e. scale invariance in distribution) in Theorem 3.1 
(in any dimension d) follows immediately from Lemma 5.2. Note that K~ = 
KK~-~‘~ + 0 as K + oo if the dimension is subcritical, i.e. d < a//3. The convergence 
statement in Theorem 3.1 then follows from Lemma 52 and Theorem 5.8 below 
which yields the continuity of [X*, Y”] at K = 0. We shall also verify the continuity 
in [K, p] in arbitrary dimensions. Let us formulate it in a precise way. 
For given si, (Y, p, K and p and for the given constant p let X be the process 
introduced in Lemma 2.4 starting with some random initial measure X(0) in M. 
The corresponding weighted occupation time process is denoted by Y. If the 
constants K and p and the distribution of the initial measure X(0) depend on a 
naturai number n then we write K,,, pn and [X”, Y’]. 
Hypothesis 5.6. Suppose that, as n + 00, (X”(O),_&,) converges in distribution to 
(X(0),1) whenever fn -+f in F+. 
For simplicity of exposition we also add the following. 
Hypothesis 5.7. Assume that E(X”(O), q,J is bounded in n. 
From now on we suppose that K, + K and pn + p as n tends to infinity. 
Theorem 5.8. Under Hypotheses 5.6 and 5.7 the random elements [X”, Y”] it] 
D( R,; M x M) converge in distribution to [X, Y] as n rends 50 injnity. 
6. Convergence of the nite d~~ensioma~ d&&i 
The convergence of the finite dimensional distributions fool:ows from the next result. 
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roposition 6.1. Under Hypothesis 5.6, 




- f {(XIti),f;r)+(Y(ti),gi)) 1 (6.2) i=o 
whenever m is a non-negative integer, 0 = to,n s t, ,” s . . . G tm,n, andfor all i = 0, . . . , m, 
?i,n+ ?i9 .E,n +A9 gi,n+gi 
in R, and F+ , respectively, as n + 00. 
roof. If m = 0, then the statement follows from Hypothesis 5.6 since Y”(0) = 0. 
Assume that the claimed convergence assertion holds for some m 2 0. The summand 
for i = m + 1 can be written as 
(X”(t,,+,.,),f;n+I.n>+( Y”(t,,d, gm+,.n)+ (I ““+“” ds x”(s), go,+,,,, . 1 m.,n > 
If we apply the Markov property to the process X”, then the term 
WXP[-(X’(t,+,JI - t,.,),“L~‘l.r#!-( Y’(t,n+,.,t - L.n), &n+,.n)lIX’(O) = X”(Gn,,,)) 
will appear where [X’, Y’] is an independent copy of [X”, Yn]. By Lemma 5.1, this 




E exP - C {tx”( ti,,8)9L,m)+( y”(ti.n), gi,njl 
i=O 1 
it1 
= E exp - C 10 l 4-t Y%J, g,+d 
i =0 
-w”k,l,.L y;:;‘:y,-l,,,,,, tfm+t,,l, 8tn+I II l . . 
By Proposition 4.6, 
(6.3) 
in F+ l Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, (6.3) converges to 
IPI 
- Z: I(X(ti),fi’)+(y(ri)9 gi)) 
i=O 
'B/y: , - I,,, Mn + I9 8m + II) 
property, we fi 
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The operator A,, the function Pi, and the condition d <p -=I d + CI were introduced 
at the beginning of Section 2. The following result is taken from Dawson and 
. Gsrostiza (i98g). 
Lemma 7.1. /A,q,Ij < 00. 
Using an argument simirar to that in Dawson et 21. (19b7, Lemma 5.2.4), or 
Roelly-Coppoletta (2986, Proposition 1.7), yields the following. 
Lemma 7.2. The process 
I 
I 
W(t), qJ - ds W(s), dx(~,J, t 3 0, 
0 
is a martingale with respect o thy usual filtration. 
Since we have already established the convergence of the finite dimensicl . 
distributions, the proof of Theorem 5.8 will follow from the following fact. 
Proposition 7.3. Under the Hypothesis 5.7, the sequence {[X”, Y”]; n = 1,2,. . _) i; 
tight in D(R+; M x M). 
The following iemma is used in the proof of this proposition. 
Lemma 7.4. Under Hypothesis 5.7, for all T > 0, 
E sup{(X’W), 9,); t s TI 
is bounded in n. 




E SUP( ,!X”W,~p>- ds (X”(s), ~,,b,,q,,) ; t S T i: 
1 I I 
I 
T 
+E ds (X”(s), K,,~A,.v),$ 
0 
The second term in (7.5) can be bounded above by 
I 
T 
K,, II Aorp, 11 ds E(X”(O), S? 4,) 
0 
where we used the fact that 
{(X”( r),J’)( X”(O)} = ( ‘W), SF./‘>, I 2 0, SE 
(7.5) 
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Hence using Lemma 7.1 and IIS? p,,II s const lip,, ]I = const, the second term is 
bounded above by 
const TE(X”(O), q+,) < const. 
Applying Lemma 7.2 and Doob’s inequality it can be verified that the first summand 
in (7.5) is bounded above by 
I 
T 
EW’UY, cp,)+E ds (X”(S), KnIAoQp!) 
0 
which is bounded as above. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.4. Cl 
roof of Proposition 7.3. By a criterion of Roelly-Coppoletta (1986) it suffices to 
show that, for fixed f and g in F+) the family 
{{z”(?):=(X”(?),f)+(Y”(?),g); tER+}; II= 1,2,...} 
is tight in ZJ(R+; R). By Aldous (1978) it scfhces to demonstrate the convergence 
in distribution. 
2*(7,+S,)--Z*(&O as n+oo. (7.6) 
Here tl-? 8, are positive constants converging to zero as n + 00 and each 7, is a 
stopping &irne of the process 2” with respect o the usual filtration, satisfying rn s T, 
say. 
By the strong Markov property applied to the process X”, in analogy with the 
derivation of (6.3), for r, s 2 0 we get 
L”(S,):= E exp{-&.?“(T,,)-sSZ*(~~+S,.,)} 
=E exP{-rzn(7,)-(yn(7,), sg)-_(xn(7,)9 sV,(sn))) 
where v, := VKl@+J g]. Now 
Zn=IL”(6n)-L”(O)~~ EI(X*(Tn), SVn(Sn)-Svn(O))l 
s sIIVn(&r)-~n(O)llE SUP{(X*(;), Qp); ts Tl 
which converges to zero as n + 00 by Proposition 4.6 and Lemma 7.4. Hence I,, + 0 
as n tends to infinity. 
By Lemma 7.4, the sequence {Z”(T~); n = 1,2,. . .} is tight in R+. Let us consider 
an arbitrary subsequence. Then there is a further subsequence of it indexed by 
(nk; k = ‘1,2,. . .} such that Z”A( rn,) converges in distribution to some random limit 
b. Thus we get the convergence in distribution 
[Z”h(Tn,), Ztl~(~nh)] 2 [b, b] as k+s. 
ecause Z”,, + 0, we conclude that 
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This implies that the increment (7.6) tends in distribution to zero along the sub- 
sequence {nk; k=l,2,. . . .}. Thus (7.6) holds and the proof of Proposition 7.3 is 
complete. 0 
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